Lazarus Theatre's All-Female Henry V at The Union Theatre, London


Randomly staggered by our numbered tickets, we enter the black box claustrophobia of the Union Theatre Southwark to experience that most militaristic of plays, Henry V. The stage and seating immediately foreground the play's novel treatment by Lazarus Theatre Company, and the vision of its director, Ricky Dukes. Two rows of seats surround the central acting space on three sides, the distant fourth obscured by smoke and bright lights. Within this outer raised audience platform, another row of black metal seats delineate the stage like silent military guards. Props, books, documents, strategically situated beneath, punctuate the uniform somberness of this silent, inward-facing barrier.

A long rectangular table, draped with a golden yellow altar cloth and bearing yet more symbols of authority and power, dominates the central cramped acting space. A vellum-bound Bible, a bowl of burning candles, and other cathedral-style flames, flickering and glimmering through the haze, add to the religiosity of the image. In the table's center, a Perspex cube supports a regal fleur-de-lis crown, a powerful signifier that radiates golden shards of light. Barely visible, actors hum in the background like animatronic Gregorian chanters, their vocalized utterings resonating through our bodies. The scene is set.

The dramatic simplicity of the stage's arrangement appears in stark contrast to the complex intellectual journey we will travel. When, with the play's opening Chorus (voiced with astonishing clarity by RJ Seeley), we are advised to take imaginative leaps into the unfolding narrative, we little suspect how successful these leaps will be in the hands of so committed an ensemble. French embassies might dismiss England's new ruler with disdainful sporting gifts. Prelates might plot and conspire to urge their military ambitions. Traitors might be executed with cool offstage malice. Battles fought and won by report and minimal physical contact. The whole play relies on the company's ability to plant these images in our minds. That they do so so
effectively is evidence of the rationality behind the production's core concept, and its committed execution.

Fundamental is the decision by Dukes to regender the entire play. Female actors perform all the roles in this fast-paced rendering, which runs at just over two hours including interval. Packed into two hours are an abused English court, a martial campaign in France, and the defeat of the massed French army on the field of Agincourt. To accommodate the swiftness of the narrative, the French are all but expunged from the tale. With only the French emissary to clown with Gallic pride, we might lose the Princess Katherine and her pseudo-comic Frenglish, but we gain in a focused appreciation of the play's sometimes underlying, but mostly overt violence. An all-female cast might lead some to question the company's commitment to Shakespeare. Do not
prejudge. Nothing should deter you from experiencing the undeniable strength and vitality of this innovative *Henry V*.

To see Lazarus Theatre Company’s *Henry V* is to dispel any notion of cross-casting gimmickry. Within moments, the gender of the performers becomes insignificant. What remains is a narrative sweep that gains in nuance and focus, voiced afresh by a cast who relish the text rather than concern themselves with “manly” posturing or falsehood. The result? A very real, very disturbing image of nationalistic pride and patriotism. Indeed, the very heritage of patriotic behavior, as the fervent belief in a *patris* or “fatherland,” achieves its heightened significance in this subtly reimagined construct.

Figure 2: RJ Seeley as Fluellen. Photograph by Adam Trigg.

Rather than don false facial hair and strut like unconvincing impersonators, the Lazarus actors choose instead to bring their own personalities and physical traits to their characters. Colette O’Rourke’s King Henry becomes, therefore, a malevolent post-adolescent psychopathic menace, at ease with blowing the brains out of conspirators, as ordering the mass execution of French prisoners of war. O’Rourke’s malignant delivery of the Siege of Harfleur speech, not shouted but whispered with amplified horridness through a megaphone, is a highlight of the evening. This King Henry is a cold calculating killer. Threat and danger accompany every regal
step the monarch takes, even when urging his followers' fatal support with, “We few, we happy few, we band of brothers”.

The malice of Henry is amplified also by the company’s close proximity to the audience, and their effective demand for piercing eye contact with all they address. The close confines of the stage prove likewise effective in the exchanges between Henry’s fractious nationally defined troops. Yet again, RJ Seeley shines as the annoyingly comic Welshman, Fluellen. Seeley’s relaxed and impeccable delivery transforms a comedy turn into a fascinating dramatic foil for O’Rourke’s Henry. As the king’s psychosis develops into revengeful decisiveness, so Fluellen’s vociferous adulation seems more poignant, innocent, and trusting. We are left asking, how might we react to such jingoistic glorification of war? Are we, like Fluellen, doomed to ovine slaughter because of the cult of celebrity that surrounds our leaders?

What defines us as men? What defines us as women? Must aggression and psychopathic threat always be gendered “male,” or do their societal manifestations cross the binary boundaries of male/female behavior to create an asexual malice, as distinctive as it is dangerous? These are questions that the Lazarus Theatre Company’s Henry V invites of its audience. It is a production that makes you think. It is a production that will haunt you long after leaving the under-arch darkness of the Union Theatre.
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